Asters

Asters bring delightful color to the garden in late summer and autumn when many other summer blooms may be fading. They need very little care, although taller varieties may require staking. Attractive to bees and butterflies, they provide pollinators with an important late-season supply of nectar.

Bracteantha

Bracteantha are best known as outstanding dried flowers, but their garden performance makes them a great addition to your fall plantings as well. These heat-loving beauties are perfect for hot climates, and they stay bright and colorful even in low water conditions. The Dreamtime® Series is outstanding for its compact, mounding habit.

Cabbage

Ornamental Cabbage is bred for looks, not flavor. These cool-season annuals look great in large plantings or as edging in the garden, where their purplish hues blend well with other fall colors. They are an outstanding replacement for warm-weather annuals in containers over the winter.
**Calluna**

Heathers inject vivid life into the landscape when other plantings begin to fade. Whether grown for color or texture, they provide late-season interest to gardens and containers, and are welcomed for their low-maintenance nature. They are deer and salt resistant, and drought tolerant once established.

**Chrysanthemum**

Few plants speak to us of fall like Chrysanthemums. In rich tones of orange, gold, red, purple and white, the garden mum becomes a glowing orb of color when crowned with long-blooming flowers. Remarkably low maintenance, new, sturdier forms mean little staking is necessary. They make lovely cutting flowers for fall arrangements.
**Coprosma**

Thick, waxy foliage in bold color combinations make Coprosma the perfect plant to brighten autumn gardens. The delicious jewel tone colors actually become more vibrant as the weather cools. All have a low water requirement once established.

---

**Cordyline**

Spiky leaves in a wide range of colors make Cordylines one of the top choices for “thriller” container plants. The architectural element adds interest and beauty to any combination, and the red, burgundy and creamy green tones blend well with other colors of the season.
**Cyclamen**

Cyclamen are noted for their distinctive flower forms and patterned foliage. They bloom naturally in the fall, winter, and spring when the weather turns cool and damp. The Latinia® Series features compact plants with BIG flower size.

**Dusty Miller**

Drought tolerant, Dusty Miller has silvery foliage in a variety of textures that complements almost any flower color. While attractive as a landscape plant, it is a mainstay in fall and winter container gardens.

**Erica**

Evergreen winter Heath has a neat, compact, spreading habit with profuse blooms from winter to early spring. It creates an excellent ground cover for sunny locations while requiring little care.
**Erysimum**

Fragrant Wallflowers come in a wide range of flower colors and are a favorite for brightening the fall and early-spring garden. The Sugar Rush Series is compact, bushy and very early blooming.

**Kale**

Curly, crinkled, spiky, wrinkled: Ornamental Kale is a textural as well as a visual treat. Lower growing varieties are perfect for the front of the garden, while taller forms add structure and drama throughout the planting bed. Like Ornamental Cabbage, their color will intensify as the days grow colder, and they typically bear frost with ease.
Marigold
The rich red, gold and yellow colors of Marigolds make them a natural for fall gardens. The Durango® Series features anemone type blooms supported by strong stems, on well-branched plants. They are very long blooming, and require little in terms of care.
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DURANGO ORANGE
H: 12” | S: 8”

![Durango Red](image)

DURANGO RED
H: 12” | S: 8”
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DURANGO YELLOW
H: 12” | S: 8”
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FIREBALL
H: 12” | S: 8”

![Strawberry Blonde](image)

STRAWBERRY BLONDE
H: 12” | S: 8”

Pansy
Pansies have long been prized for almost year-round bloom in cool coastal areas, but newer selections are hardier even in cold-weather locations. They come in a variety of flower colors, with and without the classic “faces”, and newer ruffled varieties add a bit of whimsy.
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BEACONSFIELD
H: 8” | S: 10”
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CLEAR COLORS MIX
H: 8” | S: 10”
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COOL WAVE FIRE
H: 8” | S: 10”
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COOL WAVE GOLDEN YELLOW
H: 8” | S: 10”
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COOL WAVE MORPHO
H: 8” | S: 10”
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COOL WAVE RASPBERRY
H: 8” | S: 10”
With bright daisy flowers and interesting seed heads, easy-to-grow Rudbeckia is an excellent choice for summer color that carries well into fall. Hirta types are biennials or short-lived perennials, and often come in striking color patterns. All are extremely drought tolerant.

**Rudbeckia**

The easy-to-grow Speedy Sonnet varieties are sturdy in the garden due to strong root systems and thick stems. These are terrific in beds and patio containers, as well as for cut flowers. The blooms are brightly colored and fragrant.
Viola

Sweet Violas are smaller cousins of Pansies that will flower almost year-round in many climates. They prefer cooler weather for best blooming, so are a welcome addition to the fall landscape.
Other fall favorites

Dichondra

With silvery leaves and a cascading habit, Dichondra is a favorite "spiller" for containers and baskets.

Helichrysum

Outstanding as an upright "filler", Helichrysum Icicles provides contrast to flowers with its spiky, silver foliage.

Linaria

This cool weather annual has small, snapdragon-like blooms in a wide range of colors. Often considered a spring bloomer, it also thrives in fall when the temperatures are cool yet mild.